Cushman truckster wiring diagram

Cushman Turf Truckster Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified usual pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the facility and signal connections in the midst of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives recommendation approximately the relative slant and promise of devices and
terminals upon the devices, to assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would be active more detail of the mammal appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
figurative notation to draw attention to interconnections higher than monster appearance. A
wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create sure that all the contacts
have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams do something the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay
symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not unaccompanied achievement where something is to be installed, but as a
consequence what type of device is swine installed. For example, a surface ceiling lively is
shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling fresh has a every other symbol, and a surface
fluorescent blithe has another symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative parable and for that
reason get the various outlets. There are symbols that proceed the location of smoke detectors,
the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to implement connection of the address to the public electrical supply
system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence tally panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as ember alarm or closed circuit
television or additional special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
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is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
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or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would discharge duty more detail of the instinctive
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to highlight
interconnections more than living thing appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make distinct that every the connections have been made and
that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams produce an effect the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use adequate symbols for wiring
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physical installed. For example, a surface ceiling light is shown by one symbol, a recessed
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type of switch has a every second symbol and as a result attain the various outlets. There are
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for special facilities such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or extra special services.
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Contents. Litho in U. Those who. Cushman electric utility vehicle - owner's manual and service
guide 72 pages. General Information Lists of This manual contains repair instructions for truck
com- repair tools and materials for each section of the man- ponents, attachments and options.
Follow installation instructions shipped results in many equipment failures. Before any repairs
with service parts or kits. Special torque values are called out on illustrations and text
throughout this manual. If towing the vehicle with a tow-rope or a chain, an operator is required
to steer the vehicle and to control the brakes. Repair and Service Tools and Materials Cleaning
materials: Stoddard or equivalent solvent. Detergent and water. Lubricants: Refer to Section
Engine does not turn a. Battery dead. Charge or replace Section Only on diesel engine powered
vehicles does the accelerator foot pedal retain full control of throt- This section covers
adjustments to speed controls, tle lever position. An internal engine governor parking and
service brakes, power take off PTO adjusts the injector pump to compensate for varia- controls,
clutch interlocks, transmission gear selectors With the accelerator pedal fully depressed, adjust
6. With the accelerator pedal fully depressed, remove the second throttle stop screw see Figure
2C Pull the turnbuckle to the full throttle position see Install the turnbuckle pin, washer see
Figure 2C Adjust the counterbalance and cotter pin so that the turnbuckle pin is snug spring by
centering the jam nuts on the governor against the broken knee lever when pressure is Depress
the accelerator pedal down against the pedal stop screw see Figure 2C With accelerator pedal
fully depressed, check 7. Push the broken knee lever to its full at rest posi- throttle plate. Pull
spring bracket toward you, the tion see Figure 2C The parking brake activates only the two rear
brakes of the vehicle. Raise the engine cover to gain access to the parking brake cables. This
vehicle is equipped with four hydraulic 5. Attach a hose to the bleeder screw on top of the
brakes controlled by the brake pedal. Open the left rear dust shield and place the other end of
the front cowl of the vehicle to gain access to the hose in a container to catch the fluid run-off
when Depress clutch pedal, stop as soon as clutch resistance is felt, and measure clutch pedal
free A clutch interlock switch allows the engine starter to travel as shown in Figure 2C Repair as
necessary. If the gear shift control lever can be shifted from neu- tral vertical position to and
between 3rd and 4th positions smoothly, the gear select cable is adjusted Replace the entire
panel if the tachome- ter, hour meter, fuel gauge, voltmeter or water tem- perature gauge are
defective. See Section 10 for electrical testing. Anti-rust Never-Seize. Lubricants: See Section
Other service items: Compressed air source. Engine hoist. Engine will not start. Parking brake
disengaged. Engage brake. Glow plug has not timed out b. Reset ignition switch and allow
diesel. Diesel engines used on this vehicle are 3-cylinder, 4- cycle, liquid cooled Perkins Series.
The engine is equipped with a cooling radiator and an Unless the radiator is very low, always
add coolant to electric cooling fan. Radiator and Cooling System Repair 3D Check rubber
mountings for damage, deteriora- tion and out of position. If nuts or bolts are loose, tighten
them to 29 to 43 ft-lbs. A pre-filter is located in-line between the fuel fuel filters. Raise dump box
and open engine cover. Using a suitable lifting device, lift engine and posi- tion in-line with
transmission. Disconnect NEG â€” battery cable from battery. Remove high tension coil cable at
ignition coil 3-cylinder Suzuki or 4-cylinder Suzuki The basic components of this ignition
system are igni- tion coil, distributor and spark plugs. The components of the distributor are
signal generator signal rotor and pickup coil , igniter, rotor, cap and both vacuum and
centrifugal advance. Cleaning and rebuilding of carburetors Clean dust from inside of housing
with damp cloth, making sure dust does not enter air intake. The engine is equipped with a
cooling radiator and an With the park brake applied and the gear selector in electric cooling fan.
Remove negative â€” battery cable. Remove fuel filler cap from fuel filler neck to release fuel
vapor pressure in fuel tank. Transmission 4-Cylinder Gasoline or Diesel Engines Blind hole
bearing puller. Bearing and gear installation tools. Noisy when vehicle a. Excessive gear
backlash. Adjust Section 4G or 4H. Faulty U-joints. Repair Section 4C. Clutch vibration. Glazed
glass-like clutch facings a. Repair or replace Section 4D. Wobbly clutch disc or poor facing b.

Transmission jumps a. Shifting fork loose on shaft or a. Disassemble and check for wear out of
gear. Transmission leakage. Vent or breather clogged. Remove vent or breather and clean or
replace Section 4G or 4H. Too much or improper lubricant. Disconnect control linkages and any
cables that would prohibit pushing the drive shaft end of the The rear differential is driven by a
universal joint type transmission downward about 4 inches. Start one bearing in yoke ear and
position center cross through yoke. Drive Shaft Disassembly and Reassembly 4C Make certain
that the yokes of the drive shaft are correctly aligned with the yokes in the transmis- sion and
differential. Install the drive shaft yoke onto the differential input shaft. See Figure 4D-1 for
clutch arrangements. To gain access to the clutch components, either remove the engine as
described in Section 3D or remove the transmission as described in Section 4H. Clutch Repair
4. If the release bearing Figure 4D-3 sticks, rattles shown in Figure 4D-4 tap its end to remove
bush- or makes abnormal noise when turned by hand, ing. Release Bushing Removal Figure 4D
Checking Backlash in Disc Serration 4. Adjust shift controls as described in Section 2C. Figure
4E A pressure plate ring is used as an interface between the clutch disc and engine flywheel for
diesel engine If necessary, repair the clutch as described in Section 4D. Attach a suitable hoist
to the transmission. The transmission is a 4 speed manual shift type. The 9. Remove hardware
that fastens the transmission shift pattern is a standard H pattern with reverse R to the engine.
Remove the mounting bolts, disengage the gear selector shaft from the gear shift lever in the
transmission and lift the assembled gear shift case off the transmission case. Gear and Shaft
Arrangement 4G Remove the rubber plug and retaining ring from the countershaft see Figure
4G Remove the two bolts securing the stop plate to the case. Remove the stop plate, reverse
idle gear and shaft see Figure 4G If any of these interlock balls are out of the 1. This will allow
the spring pin to shift into the detent provided in the case. Using a spring remover tool, draw
out the spring pin and pull out the fork shaft. Check gear teeth for chips, see Figure 4G Check
for broken or chipped spline teeth. Small chips may be blend-repaired in same manner as gear
teeth. Inspect the external cone of the gear and internal cone of the ring for abnormal wear.
Normally, the entire transmission will not have been disassembled. When feeding each shifter
fork onto its shaft, be 4. The shifter fork shafts are to be installed sequen- sure to bring the boss
in which the hole for admit- tially. See Figure 4G for general arrangement of the countershaft,
main shaft, input shaft and stop plate. Figure 4G When assembling the two synchronizer hubs
on main shaft, be sure to position the hub of each correctly as shown in Figure 4G Key and Slot
Alignment 5. When joining the two cases as shown in Figure 4G, be sure to guide each shifter
fork into the groove of its synchronizer sleeve. After putting the upper case on the lower case,
tighten the joint bolts uniformly and sequentially so as to equalize the joint pressure all around.
Install and tighten all transmission-to-frame that involves removal of the transmission from the
mounting hardware. Disconnect the drive shaft at the transmission see Section 4C. The shift
pattern is a standard H pattern with reverse R 9. Gear and Shaft Arrangement 4H Use a bearing
puller to pull the rear bearing see Figure 4H-6 off the countershaft. Remove the rear retaining
ring and PTO drive gear. Figure 4H Input Shaft and Main Shaft 4H Remove bearing thrust
washer and reverse gear 8. Remove low gear, needle bearing and synchro- bushing on main
shaft by using hydraulic press as nizer ring from main shaft as shown in Figure shown in Figure
4H Drive yoke pin out of high speed gear shift fork as in Step 3, on previous page, and pull out
fork shaft and fork. When removing yoke pin, be sure not to drive it out so far as to contact
case, or it will cause damage to case. Clean parts in a suitable non-flammable solvent. Check
clutch teeth for rounding, see Figure 4H Check gear teeth for chips, see Figure 4H Face
rounding will cause the clutch to jump out. Normally, the entire transmission will not have been
Note that three shift shafts individually have a disassembled. Insert high speed gear shift shaft
into upper case. Push down high speed gear shift shaft locating ball to pass shaft over it and
keep inserting shaft until locating ball fits in center slot of 3 continuous slots in shaft. See
Figure 4H for general arrangement of the Be careful to install each washer, gear, synchrocountershaft, main shaft and input shaft. Install 2nd gear bearing, 2nd gear, synchronizer 5. For
proper direction, 1. Drive countershaft front bearing into lower case. Countershaft Reassembly
4. Install idle gear and washer onto reverse gear shaft and pin into it as shown in Figure 4H
Install above as assembled into lower case with pin and washer tongue aligned as shown in
Figure 4H Install the input shaft bearing retainer in the trans- See Figure 4H mission case and
torque the engine mounting bolts to NOTE 2. Install the extension case oil seal see Figure 4H
Install the extension case on the transmission case and torque bolts to Install the wheel hub
castellated nut on the axle shaft see Figure 4I-4 to protect the shaft threads REMOVAL and pull
the axle shaft to remove the wheel bear- ing, collar and axle shaft. Clean and inspect the axle
shaft, wheel bearing, 2. Pack the wheel bearing with clean grease see collar and wheel hub for
damage or wear. Section Reassemble the wheel bearing and Replace damaged or worn parts.
Axles and Axle Housings 4I Remove the brakes, wheel hubs, axles and axle 6. Disconnect the

drive shaft yoke nut and special tubes as described in the preceding paragraphs. Apply Loctite
adhesive around the O. Remove the shift shaft, lockwasher and shift fork. Remove the two seals
from the cover. Auxiliary Transmission Disassembly 4I To replace the input shaft intermediate
roller bear- ing, remove the outer and inner retaining rings Bearings are a slip fit in the bores of
the housing. Lubricate the jackshaft. Install the shaft through the bore of the housing only far
enough to support NOTE one thrust washer. Retain the thrust washer on Lubricants to be added
during reassembly are the shaft next to the housing with grease. Auxiliary Transmission
Reassembly 4I Install cover screws, flat washers and gear ratio 3. Install and align the auxiliary
transmission shift tag. Torque screws alternately and evenly to 14 to cable on the mounting
bracket. Install and tighten 18 ft-lbs. Differential and Axle Assembly Installation 4I Brake service
tools. Brake shoe adjusting gauge. Cleaning materials: Stoddard solvent or equivalent. Other
service items: Brake repair parts. Parking brake does not a. Brake is not properly adjusted.
Adjust brake Section 2C. Worn brake linings. Replace lining Section 5D. Release the parking
brake lever lever fully down. Tighten the adjustment nut 1 or 2 turns and apply the brake lever.
This vehicle is equipped with four hydraulic front and finally the left front. Remove the wheels
and brake drums see 3. Slightly spread shoes at top, lift shoes, springs Section 4I for rear
brakes and Section 6C for front and adjuster off backing plate. This dimension is on each drum.
Remove all dust from backing plate and parts. Inspect all wheel cylinder parts, discard and
replace Inspect shoes for excessive lining wear or damage. If rubber boots if disassembled.
Install upper retracting spring to leading shoe slot. Stretch spring to install to trail- STEP 7 ing
shoe. If adjuster lever does not contact Install shoe hold down springs and pins. Continue with
Step 2. Brake shoes must first be removed before pro- 1. Disconnect the brake pedal linkage
and remove checking brake lines and linkages, bleeding the sys- master cylinder mounting
hardware as shown in tem, replenishing fluid in the brake fluid reservoir, and Figure 5E Master
Cylinder Connections 5E Steering gear repair tools available from AC Delco dealers. Pulley
puller tool. Other service items: Seal and Repair Kits available from Textron dealers. No
steering. Steering gear excessive internal a. Test Section 8. Repair Section 6D. Faulty steering
pump. Repair Section 6E. The steering pump has an integral shaft mechanical linkage to a
steering gear assembly fluid reservoir. The rack piston converts hydraulic power into
mechanical force. This force is transmitted through a pitman shaft to the pitman arm to the
steer- ing linkage. Steering Column 6C Disassemble, inspect, repair and reassemble the
steering gear assembly as described in Section 6D. Raise front end of vehicle so that wheels are
off the ground. Turn the wheels several times off ground right 1. Disconnect hoses at the
steering pump see and left, lightly contacting the wheel stops. Remove the retaining ring, end
plug and O-ring. Remove the ball retainer, tool, clamp screws, clamp, ball retainer and balls
from the rack piston. Remove rack piston ring and O-ring. Replace O-ring and piston ring. If no
further disassembly is required, proceed with Steps 7 thru Rack Piston 6D Assemble new
O-rings, seals, needle bearing and thrust bearing retainer to adjuster plug. If neces- 1. Remove
lock nut and use spanner wrench to turn sary, install new thrust bearings and bearing out
adjuster plug assembly. Disengage the pin on the stub shaft from the hole See Figure 6D-7 in
the valve spool and disassemble the valve assembly as shown in Figure 6D NOTE 5. Before
adjusting bearing preload, rotate the stub gear as described in Section 6C. Turn the adjuster
plug counterclockwise until the 3. Back off the preload adjuster plug until it stops, mark on the
adjuster plug aligns with the second then turn the plug in one full turn. Disconnect hoses at the
steering pump. Plug and drive shaft seal. Steering Pump Repair 6E The front c. If more than 2
shims are added to front bolt, tires should be inflated to 20 psi kPa. Check wheel lug nut for
proper torque, torque to 70 to 3. Other service items: Commercially available tire sealant. Tire
pressure gauge. Truck rides hard. Over inflated tires. Reduce tire pressure to: Front 20 psi kPa
Rear 15 psi kPa 2. Truck wanders. If NOTE large punctures or tears occur, it is advisable to take
Never use grease or oil on the rim when mount- the tire installed on the wheel to a qualified tire
ing a tire. Instrument Test Box does not raise. Control lever not moving valve a. Check
movement of control. Lift cylinder leaking. Test cylinder Section 8J. Repair Section 8G. Be sure
tubes and hoses do not con- Component location illustrations and hydraulic tact other frame
parts which could cause abrasive system diagrams are located at the end of this When
installing hoses, place fittings at angles to avoid contact with fixed parts when turning. Size
Size O. Clean exterior of pump with suitable solvent used when the vehicle does not have a
hydraulic PTO before removing bolts. Before removing gears, 1. Apply a coat of clean hydraulic
oil to all parts to mark a line across meshing teeth to ensure that ease assembly. Clean exterior
of pump with suitable solvent vehicle is equipped with a hydraulic PTO accessory. Clean
exterior of motor with suitable solvent PTO accessory. Clean and air dry the exterior of the
cylinder. Inspect all parts for excessive wear, cracks and broken parts. Disconnect hydraulic
lines from cylinder. Plug and cap lines and ports. Seal Kit Installation 8G Tag and remove

hydraulic lines from valve. Cap 6. Reassemble as shown in Figure 8H Install valve on mounting
bracket and attach con- 2. Tag and remove hydraulic lines from valve cap 4. Replace O-rings.
Reassemble as shown in Figure 8I Remove valve from mounting bracket. Make sure to plug
lines and cap ports when so instructed. Completely open the flowmeter load valve. Follow the
procedures one step at a time. At the connection manifold, connect line 8 to port 7. A pump test
should be performed before pro- At selector valve remove line from bottom port. Selector Valve
Test â€” Steps 13 to 20 8J Selector Valve Test â€” Steps 21 to 29 8J Remove the acorn nut from
side of valve. A pump flow and selector valve test should be b. Lift Valve Test â€” Steps 30 to 36
8J Lift Valve Test â€” Steps 37 to 41 8J Open tester load valve. NOTE Pull lift valve lever
rearward into the lift position and hold. A pump, selector valve and lift valve test should be
performed before proceeding with a lift valve test. At the pump, remove the outlet line from
pump A pump test should be performed before pro- section 1. Pump Section 1 Flow Test 8J
Bottom Selector Valve Test 8J NOTE b. Lift Valve Test 8J A pump, selector valve and lift valve
test should Pull lift valve lever rearward into the lift position be performed before proceeding
with a lift valve and hold. Cylinder Test 8J At the pump, remove the outlet line from pump
decrease pressure. Pump Section 2 Flow Test 8J Bottom Selector Test 8J Cleaning and
Stoddard or equivalent solvent. Linkage is worn. Replace linkage Section 2. Hydraulic lines are
kinked. Replace lines Section 8. Remove attaching hardware, fuel tank and tank require no
servicing unless punctured or otherwise mounting plate. The fuel tank should be 3. Figure 9E
The right side is shown in Figure 9F Figure 9F Jumper wires. Cleaning materials: Baking soda
and water. Engine will not turn over a. Charge or replace Section 10D. Faulty starter solenoid.
Test Section 10G. Connect the negative â€” connector of the charger to the negative battery For
normal service, use a battery rated 12V, cold terminal. Crank the engine â€” if battery voltage
falls below 9 volts while cranking, the battery is run-down or Test battery voltage as follows:
faulty. Charge and perform test again. Set multimeter to 20 VDC range. Reconnect multimeter
test leads as 1. Remove the RED wire from terminal B of the alternator. The charging system
consists of a 40 amp alternator 2. Stop engine and replace battery with a known 3. Connect NEG
â€” test lead of the multimeter to a good battery. With the RED lead connected to terminal B of If
NO continuity or continuity in both directions, the alternator, remove cable plug from side of
regulator may be faulty. If gear does not move, replace starter solenoid. See Figure 10G-2 5.
While connected as in Step 4, disconnect nega- 1. Disconnect battery ground cable. Connect
the battery and an ammeter to the starter as shown in Figure 10G After conducting solenoid test
on previous page 3. Check that starter rotates smoothly and that the reconnect the ignition coil
lead to terminal M for diesel engines start with Step 2. There should be a reading of 0 to 0. See
Figure 10H-2 4. Push switch down to the ON position. See Figure 10H-2 and test switch as
follows: There should be a reading of 0 to 0. Connect one multimeter test lead to terminal 1 1.
Mark and disconnect switch connectors. Connect leads to switch as shown. The backup switch
is normally open NO. When the 4. Immerse switch into oil. Using a suitable ther- mometer to
monitor oil temperature, slowly heat See Figure 10H-5 oil. Disconnect ground cable at battery.
Identify label and disconnect electrical leads at switch. Set the multimeter to 4. Depress switch
lever. Move test lead from NC to NO. Visually inspect and replace a blown fuse. Connect
multimeter test leads to terminals 1 and 2. Multimeter reading should be 0 to 0. Connect the
battery to terminals S and I. Connect 12V across terminals 85 and Set multimeter to 6. Turn the
ignition switch to the ON position. If so equipped, PTO handle must be pushed down. Connect
one multimeter test lead to glow plug ter- minal and the other to housing. Electrical Component
Locations 10O If an abnormal condition is detected a formed to prevent malfunctions and parts
breakdowns determination must be made to either correct the condi- by periodically and
systematically checking equipment These are suggested intervals only. As experience is gained
in operating this machine, the schedule can be tailored Do NOT use compressed air grease
guns. Cooling system ca
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pacities for gasoline engines are 3. Noisy operation. Worn bearings. Replace Section 12C. PTO
sprockets misaligned b. Loose chain or broken sprocket c. These vehicles have either
4-cylinder Suzuki transmits power from the transmission through a gasoline engines starting
with vehicle Serial No. Remove the output shaft and universal shaft as sure the cable remains
clear of moving parts or parts shown in Figure 12C Then, install a key 1. Remove the removable
link from the chain and wrap the chain around the sprockets see Figure 12C Snug the bolts
securing the wear tensioner bracket just enough to allow the bracket to move. Slide the bracket
and wear block against the chain to remove excess slack from chain. Tag and disconnect

hydraulic hoses from the 5. Reconnect hydraulic lines. Plug and cap ports and hoses.
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